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An effective means for analyzing the impact of novel operating schemes
on power systems is time domain simulation, for example for investigating
optimization-based curtailment of renewables to alleviate voltage violations.
Traditionally, interior-point methods are used for solving the non-convex
AC optimal power flow (OPF) problems arising in this type of simulation.
This paper presents an alternative algorithm that better suits the simula-
tion framework, because it can more effectively be warm-started, has linear
computational and memory complexity in the problem size per iteration and
globally converges to Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) points with a linear rate if
they exist. The algorithm exploits a difference-of-convex-functions reformu-
lation of the OPF problem, which can be performed effectively. Numerical
results are presented comparing the method to state-of-the-art OPF solver
implementations in MATPOWER, leading to significant speedups compared
to the latter.
1. Introduction
The amount of renewable energy sources (RES) in distribution systems is steadily in-
creasing [25]. Due to their volatility and limited predictability, they are posing new
challenges to power system operation and planning. A prominently observed conse-
quence of the increase in renewable power in-feeds are local voltage limit violations [4].
Traditionally, the remedy for these violations required expensive line capacity extensions.
Recent studies have shown that such extensions could be reduced by a shift in operational
paradigms from rule-based to optimization-based approaches, see for example [31,32,34].
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Since it is non-trivial to predict the impact of such shifts in operational paradigms
on power systems, time-domain simulations provide valuable insight [31]. System-wide
simulations over extended periods of time can demonstrate seasonal impacts and yield
statistical data. This data provides a more in-depth view than worst-case snapshot stud-
ies, which are the current industrial practice. While the latter only provides information
on violation severity, the former also gives a sense of how often they occur. However, if
the impact of optimization-based approaches is to be simulated over such long periods
of time and for different scenarios, a large number of optimization problems need to be
solved. In the case of dispatch optimization, sampling times for the control are on the
order of 15 minutes. This means that proposed optimization problems can typically be
solved fast enough for on-line operation using state-of-the-art software such as MAT-
POWER [35]. However, in simulations, solving the optimization problems is the most
computationally expensive task. Therefore, efficient numerical methods are essential for
performing simulations in a practical time frame.
In many cases, the problems proposed in optimization-based operation schemes are
related to a class of problems collectively referred to as optimal power flow (OPF) prob-
lems. An extensive amount of literature exists on solving such problems and a recent
survey is given in [11,12]. However, due to the non-convexity and large scale of the prob-
lem, it remains an active research topic. In fact, the non-convexity makes the problem
computationally intractable to solve to global optimality in general. However, critical
points can in most cases be found efficiently if they exist, for example using sequential
quadratic programming (SQP) [27] and an initial guess that is close to the critical point,
or with the difference-of-convex-functions method used in this paper [20]. The most
popular approaches to solving AC OPF problems are interior point methods [30] and
sequential convex approximation methods [1, 7]. While the former are numerically ro-
bust and well-studied, the latter tend to be faster according to [11]. There are two main
sequential convex approximation approaches: Sequential linear programming (SLP) and
SQP. These schemes approximate the original problem iteratively with convex linear
and quadratic programs, respectively. Most implementations of these approaches use
conventional power flow computations between their iterations to restore feasibility of
the Kirchhoff equations. In general, SLP/SQP methods require extensions to become
globally convergent, which reduces their performance [11]. A recently developed alter-
native approach is to solve a convex semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation of the
problem [19,22]. The optimal value of this relaxation is either the globally optimal value
of the non-convex problem or in the worst case only a lower bound on the latter.
The reformulation presented in this paper allows for the solution of AC optimal power
flow problems using difference of convex functions programming. This higher order
approximation is tighter than the one made in SLP/SQP methods. In comparison with
SLP, the method has no issues of unboundedness of the relaxations and is globally
convergent without extensions. The presented method operates entirely in the voltage
space, satisfying the Kirchhoff equations by design and thereby eliminating the need
for conventional power flow computations. In comparison with the SDP relaxation, it
converges to critical points at a lower computational cost than the former, especially
when warm-started. Also, the SDP relaxation provides only a lower bound on the
objective in the worst case, which does not provide a feasible point. In contrast, the
proposed method always converges to a critical point if one exists. While certifying local
optimality of these points is not straightforward, experiments show that they represent
acceptable solutions. This statement will be quantified in the numerical results section.
In this work, we present the application of our method to a specific example of an
optimization-based operation scheme designed to reduce RES curtailments. In this ex-
ample, the distribution system operator (DSO) is tasked with keeping the system stable
and within the allowed operating conditions. Normally, the DSO is not operated for
financial gain and its actions are bound to regulations, for example the EEG in Ger-
many [6] or the European equivalent ENTSO [9]. The range of actions the DSO can
take includes adjusting setpoints of generators and curtailing renewable energy sources.
Approaches for finding such points currently used in practice are usually rule-based.
Such rules involve a significant amount of tuning and rarely come with mathematical
guarantees. Additionally, costs for adjustments can only indirectly be taken into account.
While the rest of the paper is developed with this specific example in mind, the theory
applies to a wide range of problems involving similar constraints, including standard
economic dispatch. In particular, any AC power flow optimizations can make use of the
decomposition technique presented here.
1.1. Summary of contribution
In this paper, we present a novel method for solving a class of optimal power flow
problems that is particularly suited for time-domain system simulations.
(i) Formulation: We propose an OPF-like optimization problem to reduce curtailment
in distribution grid operation. While the constraints are similar to economic dis-
patch, the cost function is formulated specifically to represent the cost faced by the
system operator.
(ii) Reformulation into a difference-of-convex functions problem: We give an efficient
method for transforming the given OPF problem into a difference of convex func-
tions problem. Its computational complexity is linear in the problem size. This
reformulation preserves the sparsity of the problem while at the same time lead-
ing to the sequential convex relaxations being as close to the original non-convex
problem as possible within the DC programming framework.
(iii) Efficient solution of convex subproblems: The difference of convex functions ap-
proach solves the non-convex problem using a series of convex approximations, in
this case second-order cone programs (SOCPs) that can be reformulated as convex
quadratically constrained linear problems (QCLPs). We present an approach using
accelerated dual projected gradient methods to solving these QCLPs that exploits
their structure. This leads to the complexity of all iteration computations as well
as the required amount of memory growing linearly with the problem size.
1.2. Outline
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces some preliminar-
ies. In Section 3, we present a reformulation of the optimization problem such that
the difference-of-convex-functions method is applicable. Section 4 outlines an efficient
method to solve the convex inner problems arising in the proposed algorithm. In Sec-
tion 5, numerical results are presented and discussed. Final conclusions are presented in
Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
This section outlines both the model of the power system as well as the optimization-
based control strategy we propose. Basic notation is introduced, assumptions are clari-
fied and current operational practice is described.
2.1. Notation
The power grid is modeled as an undirected graph with M vertices and L edges. Vertices
model buses, while edges model power lines. Each line (say, from bus j to bus l) has
admittance yjl ∈ C. Each bus j has an associated voltage vj ∈ C and power in-feed
sj ∈ C, where Re(sj) denotes active and Im(sj) denotes reactive power. Let v, s ∈ CM
be the stacked versions of the bus voltages and powers, respectively. The admittance
matrix of the grid is given as
Yjl :=
{
yjl if j 6= l,
yshj −
∑M
k=1,k 6=j yjk if j = l.
(1)
where yshj ∈ C are shunt admittances. The Kirchhoff equations for the system can hence
be written in matrix form:
diag(v)Y¯ v¯ = s, (2)
where ·¯ describes the (element-wise) complex conjugate. Let ek denote the k-th unit
vector with appropriate dimension. Let (·)r := Re(·), (·)q := Im(·) and let rk, qk be the
k-th rows of Re(Y ) and Im(Y ), respectively. For vectors a ∈ Cn, define
J(a) :=
{
k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
∣∣∣ak 6= 0} , (3)
and for matrices A ∈ Cn×n, let
J(A) :=
{
k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
∣∣∣
∃j ∈ {1, . . . , n} : Akj 6= 0 or Ajk 6= 0
}
.
(4)
This means J(·) returns the indexes of rows and columns with at least one nonzero entry.
We then use the notation AB to denote a version of A with only the rows and columns
with indexes from a given set B.
2.2. Operational constraints
The constraints represent limits introduced by the system operator are either due to
regulations or to avoid damage to the system. Firstly, the voltage magnitude has to be
within a fixed interval for each bus j:
vmin,j ≤ |vj | ≤ vmax,j . (5)
These limits are important for distribution grids, since the assumption of low-resistance
lines commonly made in transmission grids does not hold. This means there can be
significant discrepancies in the voltages between two endpoints of a line. Additionally,
one of the main problems faced by DSOs are voltage constraint violations due to local
renewable power in-feeds. Finally, the current through each line (j, k) is limited for
thermal reasons:
|yjl||vj − vl| ≤ imax,jl, (6)
The limits in (5) and (6) together will hereafter be referred to as the operational con-
straints for the power grid. The DSO action space is modeled as an interval of active
and reactive power for each bus j:
pmin,j ≤ Re(sj) ≤ pmax,j ,
qmin,j ≤ Im(sj) ≤ qmax,j .
(7)
For buses at which the DSO cannot intervene, the upper and lower limits in (7) are
equal. Let (s0, v0) be an operating point of the power grid that represents the state of
the distribution grid without any DSO intervention. If this point satisfies all operational
constraints (5) and (6), no DSO intervention is required. Otherwise, some limits are
violated and the task of the DSO is then to find a point (s, v) that satisfies all operational
constraints, but also lies within its action space (7).
2.3. DSO optimization problem
The penalization for introduced deviations to power setpoints is modeled linearly here,
while voltage deviations are interpreted as an effect of changing powers without a direct
cost. This is the case for example in Germany [6]. Even though the DSO is not run
for profit, its operational cost has to be covered by the power consumers. It is therefore
advisable to perform a social welfare optimization for least cost:
minimize
s∈CM ,v∈CM
‖Re(s− s0)‖1 + ‖ Im(s− s0)‖1 (8a)
subject to diag(v)Y¯ v¯ = s, (8b)
vmin,k ≤ |vk| ≤ vmax,k, (8c)
pmin ≤ Re(s) ≤ pmax, (8d)
qmin ≤ Im(s) ≤ qmax, (8e)
|yjl||vj − vl| ≤ imax,(j,l), (8f)
k ∈M, (j, l) ∈ E , (8g)
where the 1-norm cost function is proportional to the monetary cost for the power
deviations the DSO introduces. For renewable in-feed curtailment, this situation is
commonplace in some European countries, where the operator is typically required by
law to pay the nominal price for available power, regardless of whether it is used or
curtailed. Since this is the most relevant case here, the assumption is made that all
costs are of this structure. However, the general framework presented in this work can
be extended to use any convex cost function. Problem (8) will hereafter be referred to
as the OPF problem. It is non-convex due to the quadratic Kirchhoff equalities (8b) as
well as the lower voltage magnitude bounds (8c).
2.4. Difference-of-convex-functions (DC) programming
The method used in this work for solving problem (8) is called difference-of-convex-
functions (DC1) programming. This section outlines the algorithm and presents some
existing related theoretical results. DC programming is a class of algorithms for solving
problems of the form
minimize
x
g0(x)− h0(x)
subject to gi(x)− hi(x) ≤ 0,
(9)
where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and the gi, hi are convex, subdifferentiable functions. This method
was historically used for optimization problems involving piecewise affine functions.
However, a wide range of problems can be formulated as (9), including all convex op-
timization problems, optimization problems with binary variables, quadratic equality
constraints and higher-order polynomial constraints. A recent survey of the method
and related theory is given in [2], and [20] presents the basic algorithm, which is also
given in Algorithm 1 for completeness. The main idea of the algorithm is to solve a
sequence of convex problems obtained by linearizing the concave parts of the constraints
and objective:
minimize
x
g0(x)− [h0(x˜) +∇h0(x˜)(x− x˜)]
subject to gi(x)− [hi(x˜) +∇hi(x˜)(x− x˜)] ≤ 0.
(10)
The optimizer x∗ of (10) is then used as the next point of convexification x˜, and the
process is repeated until convergence is reached. The feasible set of (10) is a convex
inner approximation of that of (9). This means that (10) is not necessarily feasible,
even if the original non-convex problem is. This is circumvented in the algorithm using
a penalty reformulation:
minimize
x,t
g0(x)− [h0(x˜) +∇h0(x˜)(x− x˜)] + βkt
subject to gi(x)− [hi(x˜) +∇hi(x˜)(x− x˜)] ≤ t,
t ≥ 0,
(11)
1Not to be confused with the abbreviation “DC” for direct current, and the related approximations of
the AC-OPF problem.
1: Let x0 initial guess, β0, δ1, δ2 > 0 parameters, x, t > 0 tolerances
2: while Not converged do
3: xk+1, λk+1, t∗ ← Solution of (11)
4: if ‖xk+1 − xk‖ ≤ x and t ≤ t then
5: Terminate, converged to local optimality.
6: end if
7: rk ← min
{(‖xk+1 − xk‖2)−1 , ‖λk+1‖1 + δ1}
8: βk+1 ←
{
βk if βk ≥ rk
βk + δ2 if β
k < rk
9: end while
Fig. 1: Difference of convex functions algorithm from [20], modified to use practical stop-
ping criteria. The λk+1 computed in Step 3 is the vector of dual multipliers of
the constraints of the inner problem.
where βk ∈ R+ is a penalty weight parameter that is updated after each convexification
using the rule in Algorithm 1.
Note the similarity of this scheme to other sequential convex programming methods,
most notably SQP and SLP. The key difference to those methods is that the convex
parts gi are retained in their original form, which yields tighter approximations in the
sequence of convex problems solved. This means in particular that if the original problem
had a bounded feasible set, all issues of possible unboundedness that arise in SLP [5] are
avoided and there is no need for trust region approaches and their associated performance
penalty.
It is shown in [20] that the algorithm presented here globally converges to a KKT point
of (9) with a linear rate, provided one exists and standard constraint qualifications are
satisfied. It is also shown that the sequence of optimal values of the approximations (11)
is monotonically decreasing. This holds for all initial choices of the algorithm parameters,
which means no a priori bound on the size of the penalty parameter βk is required. All
results also hold if, in addition to the constraints in (9), a constraint
x ∈ C, (12)
for some convex, closed set C is added. The algorithms are then simply modified to
include the constraint (12) in each of the convex approximations. It is worth noting that
the choice of gi and hi is not unique for a given problem. The authors in [20] make no
theoretical statements on the impact of the choice of the gi and hi on the convergence
speed. However, numerical experiments show that the choice does have a strong impact
on the number of iterations required. We will discuss an effective technique for choosing
the functions gi, hi for the problem at hand in Section 3.2.
3. Reformulation of OPF as Difference-of-Convex-functions
problem
In this section, the DSO OPF problem (8) is reformulated as a QCLP, and an efficient way
of computing the splits of the non-convex functions into differences of convex functions
is presented. These splits result in a special structure of the convex sub-problems. We
then show in Section 4 how to solve these sub-problems efficiently.
3.1. Reformulation as QCLP
As already shown in [21], OPF problems with linear cost functions can be recast as non-
convex quadratically constrained linear programs. A similar technique will be applied
here. First, let s0 ∈ CM , v0 ∈ CM be the power and voltage vectors the system is
operating at without any DSO intervention. We now introduce the difference in voltages
introduced by the DSO as follows:
v := v0 + ∆v ∈ CM , (13)
where ∆v ∈ CM is the change from the starting point and v is the resulting voltage
vector. The resulting change of powers ∆s ∈ CM can be computed using the Kirchhoff
equations (8b):
∆s = diag(v0)Y¯ ∆¯v + diag(∆v)Y¯ v¯ + diag(∆v)Y¯ ∆¯v.
Define now Y (k) as a version of Y with all but the k-th row set to 0. After some
reformulation, we can write (
Re(∆s)
)
k
= zTHr,kz + h
T
r,kz, (14a)(
Im(∆s)
)
k
= zTHq,kz + h
T
q,kz, (14b)
with z :=
[
Re(∆v)T Im(∆v)T
]T ∈ R2M , and
Hr,k :=
[
Re(Y (k)) − Im(Y (k))
Im(Y (k)) Re(Y (k))
]
,
Hq,k :=
[− Im(Y (k)) −Re(Y (k))
Re(Y (k)) − Im(Y (k))
]
.
(15)
The linear parts in (14) are given by
hr,k :=
(
(vr0)krk + (v
q
0)kqk
)T
+ ek
(
rk(v
r
0)k + qk(v
q
0)k
)
(
(vq0)krk − (vr0)kqk
)T
+ ek
(
qk(v
r
0)k + rk(v
q
0)k
)
 ,
hq,k := (16)
(
(vq0)krk − (vr0)kqk
)T − ek(qk(vr0)k + rk(vq0)k)(
− (vq0)kqk − (vr0)krk
)T
+ ek
(
rk(v
r
0)k − rk(vq0)k
)
 .
Equations (14) can now be used to express the constraints on powers given in (8d)–(8e)
as constraints on ∆v. Using (13), the constraints (8c) and (8f) can also be expressed in
∆v. Finally, problem (8) can be rewritten entirely in the variable z:
minimize
z∈R2M
M∑
k=1
∣∣zTHr,kz + hTr,kz∣∣+ ∣∣zTHq,kz + hTq,kz∣∣ (17a)
subject to zTQiz + q
T
i z + γi ≤ 0, (17b)
i ∈ {1, . . . ,K},
where K := 6M + L. The constraints (17b) are reformulations of the original con-
straints (8c)–(8f). The structures of the Qi are of particular importance in later sections,
which is why they are given here.
(i) The matrix Q of power constraints (8d) and (8e) are either the matrices Hr,k or
Hq,k or negative versions thereof.
(ii) For the voltage bounds (8c), Q has 1 (for upper bounds) or −1 (for lower bounds)
on the j-th and (M + j)-th entries on the diagonal, and 0 everywhere else.
(iii) The matrix Q of line constraints (8f) have 1 in positions
(j, j), (l, l), (M + j,M + j), (M + l,M + l),
of the diagonal and −1 in positions
(j, l), (l, j), (M + j,M + l), (M + j,M + l).
Note that the matrices from (15) are not symmetric, but they can be trivially made
symmetric without changing the value of the constraints in (17b). We hence define the
symmetric versions
Hˆr,k :=
Hr,k +H
T
r,k
2
, Hˆq,k :=
Hq,k +H
T
q,k
2
. (18)
j M + j
Power constraint Hessian
j
M + j
j l M + j M + l
Line current constraint Hessian
j
l
M + j
M + l
Fig. 2: Sparsity pattern of example power constraint and line constraint Hessian matrices
Q. In this case, vertex j has 4 neighbors. Note that the power constraint matrix
is shown in symmetric form as defined in (18).
A visualization of the described sparsity patterns is given in Figure 2. Since the cost
function (17a) is inconvenient due to its non-smoothness, a standard 1-norm reformu-
lation with additional slack variables u ∈ R2M is performed. Defining x := [zT uT ]T ,
problem (17) can be written as a standard QCLP:
minimize
x
cTx (19a)
subject to xTPix+ p
T
i x+ ωi ≤ 0, (19b)
i ∈ {1, . . . , 10M + L},
xj ≥ 0, (19c)
j ∈ {2M + 1, . . . , 4M},
for appropriate c, Pi, pi, ωi. The structure of the matrices Pi is given by
Pi =
[ ∗ 02M×2M
02M×2M 02M×2M
]
∈ R4M×4M , (20)
where the upper blocks denoted by ∗ have the same sparsity patterns as the matrices
from Problem (17). The vectors pi ∈ R4M are versions of the linear parts hr,k, hq,k, qi
from Problem (17) with 2M additional entries. These additional entries correspond
to the coefficients of the slack variables u, at most one of which is involved in each
constraint.
3.2. Application of DC programming
In order to apply DC programming to solve (19), both (19a) and (19b) have to be written
as a difference of two convex functions as described in (9). We call this procedure a “DC
split”. Since (19a) is linear, no split has to be performed, we can just define g0(x) := c
Tx
and h0(x) := 0. The constraints (19b) on the other hand can be non-convex, so they
have to be separated. Note that for every symmetric indefinite matrix P , there exist
infinitely many pairs P+, P−  0 such that
P = P+ − P−. (21)
As a consequence, problem (19) can be rewritten as
minimize
x
cTx (22a)
subject to
(
xTP+i x+ p
T
i x+ ωi
)− (xTP−i x) ≤ 0, (22b)
i ∈ {1, . . . ,K},
xj ≥ 0, (22c)
j ∈ {2M + 1, . . . , 4M},
which now has the form given in (9). Therefore, the algorithm from Figure 1 can directly
be applied.
The existence of infinitely many splits of the P matrices from (19) raises the question
of optimal split selection. One approach that both intuitively makes sense and has been
effective in experiments is to split the matrices such that the P−i have small eigenvalues.
This split strategy leads to the curvature of the concave terms −xTP−i x being smaller
and therefore the linearized approximation being closer to the original non-convex term.
One can also use the freedom in the splits to induce structure in the Hessian matrix
P+i in order to simplify the convex problems to be solved. For example, the structure
imposed here is for the matrices P+i to be diagonal, making their inverses trivial to
compute.
3.3. Analytic eigenvalue computations
Since there are a large number of constraints of the type (19b), calculating splits using
numerical eigenvalue decompositions would be computationally prohibitive. Due to the
structure of the Pi, eigenvalues can be computed analytically using the method described
in this section. Note first that for the indexes i corresponding to voltage or line con-
straints, the eigenvalues of Pi are trivial to compute due to their simple structure. For
the power constraints, we use the following Lemma:
Lemma 1. The eigenvalues of the matrices from (18) are given by
eig(Hˆr,k) =
Re(Ykk)±
√
Re(Ykk)2 − 4‖Y (k)‖22
2
, 0
 , (23a)
eig(Hˆq,k) =
− Im(Ykk)±
√
Im(Ykk)2 − 4‖Y (k)‖22
2
, 0
 . (23b)
Proof. The proof is shown for Hˆr,k only, since the proof for the Hˆq,k is identical. Note
first that the Hˆr,k have a blocked structure:
Hˆr,k =
[
Ak Bk
−Bk Ak
]
=
[
Ak Bk
BTk Ak
]
. (24)
For matrices of this form, the identity
eig
(
Ak +
√−1Bk
)
= eig
([
Ak Bk
−Bk Ak
])
, (25)
holds [13]. Both Ak and Bk are permuted arrowhead matrices. A matrix A ∈ Cm×m is
called arrowhead if it has a structure
A =
[
α aT
b D
]
, (26)
with α ∈ C, a, b ∈ Cm−1 and D = diag(d) ∈ C(m−1)×(m−1) for some d ∈ Cm−1. In case
D = 0, it can easily be shown [24] that
eig(A) =
{
α±√α2 + 4aT b
2
, 0
}
. (27)
Next, note that Ak only has one non-zero row at the same index as Bk has its only non-
zero row, and the same holds for their columns. This means that Ak +
√−1Bk is also
arrowhead and its eigenvalues are the same as those of Hˆr,k due to (25). Substituting
Ak = Re(Y
(k)), Bk := Im(Y
(k)) and applying (27) yields the lemma.
Note that the application of (27) is particularly simple for the case here, since Hˆr,k
is built from Y (k), which in turn only has as many entries as bus k has neighbors.
Since power system graphs are generally very sparse, this yields a significant reduction
in computational cost over even a Lanczos-based or other iterative approximation of
eigenvalues, let alone a standard exact computation.
3.4. Sparse splits
At this point, the eigenvalues of all the matrices Pi can be computed efficiently. However,
directly applying the split in (21) would lead to a loss of sparsity. Due to the sparse
graph structure of the grid matrix Y , the expressions xTPix only involve a small subset
of the variables in x (specifically, the local variables for a bus and the variables of its
neighbors). This section introduces an alternative split that both conserves sparsity in
the constraints and also makes the P+i diagonal. This structure will then make the
solution of the convex subproblems of the algorithm much simpler, as will be outlined
in later sections. This is because the P+i are used in the quadratic parts of the convex
subproblems, whereas the P−i only appear in their linear terms.
Define a sparse, diagonal matrix Di as follows:
(Di)jj =
{
1, if j ∈ J(Pi) ∪ J(pi),
0, otherwise.
(28)
This matrix hence has ones only at the row and column indexes at which either Pi and
pi also have nonzeros. We then define the alternative split
Pi := αDi − (αDi − Pi), (29)
where α is the absolute value of the largest eigenvalue of Pi. This sparse split still
guarantees positive definiteness of the split matrices since it only shifts the non-zero
eigenvalues.
4. Efficient solution of inner problems
The bottleneck of the DC algorithm is the solution of the convex approximation. In this
section, an dual projected gradient method that has an iteration complexity linear in
the problem size. With the splits (29) applied, the problem to be solved at each DC
iteration has the form
minimize
x∈R4M ,t
cTx+ βkt (30a)
subject to xTP+i x+ pˆi(x˜
k)Tx+ ωˆi(x˜
k) ≤ t, (30b)
i ∈ {1, . . . , 10M + L}, t ≥ 0, (30c)
xj ≥ 0, (30d)
j ∈ {2M + 1, . . . , 4M},
where x˜k is the current point around which a convex approximation is formed, and
pˆi(x˜
k) := (pi − 2P−i x˜k),
ωˆi(x˜
k) := ωi + (x˜
k)TP−i x˜
k.
(31)
General-purpose sparse convex second-order cone programming codes such as ECOS [8],
GUROBI [14] or MOSEK [3] can be used to solve these problems. However, the structure
of the problem suggests that a specialized solver could lead to increased performance.
Firstly, the constraint Hessians Pi are diagonal and sparse, and all nonzero entries have
the same values. Additionally, Pi and pi have the same nonzero patterns for any given
i. It was also experimentally observed that the subsequent convex approximations are
often similar, which suggests a warm-startable method could be beneficial. This section
will present an approach based on accelerated dual gradient descent that was used in
this work.
4.1. Projected gradient method
A well-known algorithm for solving optimization problems of the form
minimize
x
f(x) (32a)
subject to x ∈ C (32b)
is given by the iteration
x(k+1) = projC
(
x(k) − α∇f(x(x))
)
(33)
where α is a step size and projC is the Euclidean projection onto the set C. If C and
f(x) are convex, this algorithm converges to the global minimum of (32a), given that
the step size is small enough. The rate of convergence depends highly on f(x), and
the method can be accelerated by varying α (see for example [23, 26]). In order for
this algorithm to be efficient, the projection should be a simple operation. In the next
section, a reformulation of problem (30) is given that achieves the latter.
4.2. Box-constrained inner problem formulation
The intersection of the constraints in (30) is not easy to project onto, hence direct
application of (33) is not efficient. Using two reformulations, the problem will be recast
as a minimization of a smooth function subject to box constraints. The first step is a
lifting into a higher-dimensional variable space: We introduce variables yi := x
2
i and
change the penalty function from an ∞-norm to a 1-norm (another possible penalty
function shown in [20]). The inner problem to be solved then becomes
minimize
x,y,t
cTx+ βk1T t (34a)
subject to Ax+By − b ≤ t, (34b)
diag(x)x− y = 0, (34c)
t ≥ 0, (34d)
xj ≥ 0, (34e)
j ∈ {2M + 1, . . . , 4M},
where
A :=

pˆ1(x˜
k)T
p2(x˜
k)T
...
pK(x˜
k)T
 , B :=

diag(P+1 )
T
diag(P+2 )
T
...
diag(P+K )
T
 , b :=

ωˆ1(x˜
k)
ω2(x˜
k)
...
ωK(x˜
k)
 , (35)
where K := 10M +L. We now make use of the following lemma to relax the constraints
in (34c):
Lemma 2. Consider a version (P) of (34) with the constraints (34c) relaxed to
diag(x)x− y ≤ 0. (36)
For every minimizer of (P) with one or more of (36) inactive, a minimizer with equal
cost function can be found which has all the constraints (36) active.
Proof. The lemma will be shown by construction: Assume a point (x?, y?, t?) is opti-
mal for (P), but a constraint in (36) is not active. Then the yi corresponding to that
constraint can be decreased to make the constraint active without any change to the
cost function or constraint satisfaction. The latter is due to all entries of B being non-
negative.
Lemma 2 implies that we can simply solve the relaxed version of (34) and then recover
an optimal solution for the latter. In a second step, the relaxed version of (34) will be
dualized to yield a box-constrained problem. With some additional reformulation (see
Appendix A.1), the dual of (34) can be written as
minimize
λ
1
4
λTC
(
diag(DTλ)−1
)
CTλ+ dTλ (37a)
subject to 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. (37b)
for C,D, d as derived in the appendix. This problem can now readily be solved using
the projected gradient method and its accelerated variants: The cost function is a sum
of “quadratic over linear” functions, which are convex and differentiable:
∂
∂λ
(
(aTλ)2
bTλ
)
= 2a
aTλ
bTλ
− b(a
Tλ)2
(bTλ)2
.
In order to avoid numerical issues with the inverse of diag(DTλ), a term εy can be added
to (34a) for a small ε > 0. This leads to the inverse in (37a) becoming diag(DTλ+1ε)−1,
which is well-defined for all λ ≥ 0. Since the Lipschitz constant of (37a) is not easily
derived, an adaptive backtracking line search was used to determine the step size α taken
in (33). The initial guess for the step size was chosen to be 2 times the step size taken
in the previous iteration. This allows the algorithm to adapt its initial guess to both
growing as well as shrinking step sizes. At the same time, no convergence guarantees
are lost since the line search is still performed at each iteration. This technique led to
a significant reduction in the average number of line search iterations, speeding up the
overall algorithm substantially.
4.3. Computational complexity
In order to investigate how scalable the presented method is, it is worthwhile to compute
the iteration complexity of the inner solver based on the problem parameters. Let dmax
be the maximum number of neighbors of any vertex in the power system graph, and
recall that the number of buses and lines are denoted by M and L, respectively. The
rows of the matrices C and D ultimately come from the Y (k) and variations thereof.
Each of them has at most 2dmax entries. Since the number of rows in C and D is
O(M + L), this translates to the number of entries being O((M + L)dmax). All that is
required for the cost function and gradient computations is products of CT and DT with
λ as well as some vector operations. The projection is an elementwise operation and
therefore O(M +L). In summary, an iteration of the inner solver has linear complexity
in the size of the grid if dmax is assumed to only grow very weakly with system size,
which is true in all test cases available.
5. Numerical results
In this section, we present numerical results on the performance and behavior of the
proposed algorithm. In order to make the results comparable to other work in the
field, some of the tests will be conducted on the IEEE benchmark test systems available
in MATPOWER [10, 35]. For the experiments, a standalone implementation of the
proposed method was created, which will be referred to as DQ-OPF. The implementation
is a single-threaded, library-free ANSI C code, compiled with GNU GCC. The test
computer had a Core i7-4600U dual-core CPU clocked at 2.1 GHz and 8 GB of memory.
The operating system used was Debian Linux.
5.1. Algorithm behavior
In the first set of results, the convergence behavior of the algorithm is investigated. For
these problems, a local optimum (v∗, s∗) was found with IPOPT [33]. The entries of
v∗ were then perturbed uniformly and the corresponding perturbed powers were com-
puted using the Kirchhoff equations to yield a perturbed operating point (v˜, s˜). The
perturbation size was chosen to make the maximum constraint violation about 100%.
This was done in order to simulate the practical situation of the power grid state being
only slightly infeasible with respect to the operational constraints, but respecting the
Kirchhoff equations. The point (v˜, s˜) was used as starting point (s0, v0) as defined in
Section 2.2, and DQ-OPF started from there.
An example solver run is shown in Figure 3 with a termination criterion of ‖xk −
xk−1‖2 ≤ 10−4. Within a small number of DC iterations, the maximum constraint
violation of the non-convex problem drops below 10−4 per unit, which is well below 1%
relative accuracy. Note also that the objective value does not improve significantly past
iteration 5.
For the problem shown in Figure 3, the inner convex problems were solved to high
accuracy (104 inner iterations). In other sequential convex programming methods, it
is often observed that solving the intermediate problems approximately can often be
sufficient for convergence [15]. In order to investigate if this is also the case with the
methods presented here, the gradient solver iterations were limited to 100 in the same
problem as above, and the other parameters left unchanged. The resulting run for the
same problem is shown in Figure 4. While the number of outer iterations required is
higher than before for the same accuracy, they are two orders of magnitude cheaper
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Fig. 3: The DC method applied to the MATPOWER version of the IEEE 30-bus grid,
using dual projected gradient as the inner solver. The “t (inner)” line represents
the maximum constraint violation of the convex approximation at that iteration,
whereas the “t (actual)” represents the maximum constraint violation of the
original, non-convex problem. The lower subplot shows the true objective as well
as the difference between subsequent iterates.
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Fig. 4: Solution of the same problem as in Figure 3, but with the accuracy for the inner
problem severely limited. The optimal value of the inner problems no longer
decreases monotonically, due to the inaccurate inner solutions.
Table 1: Average time and objective for 1% relative accuracy
IPOPT & PARDISO DQ-OPF
Time Objective Time Objective
6-bus 55 ms 0.9 2.2 ms 0.9
9-bus 65 ms 1.9 2.3 ms 1.5
14-bus 68 ms 1.3 3.5 ms 1.0
30-bus 77 ms 1.5 10 ms 1.3
39-bus 92 ms 12 23 ms 11
57-bus 97 ms 2.9 25 ms 1.6
118-bus 213 ms 17 76 ms 3.7
2383-bus 3.5 s 24 4.4 s 10.4
2737-bus 3.3 s 12 2.4 s 7.6
3210-bus 2.8 s 14 4.0 s 9.2
9241-bus 15 s 26 16 s 6.8
computationally. Note that the objectives in Figure 3 and Figure 4 converge to slightly
different values. This is due to the two solver runs converging to different local optima.
5.2. Performance
In order to compare the implemented method to the state of the art, MATPOWER
test cases were used in conjunction with the 1-norm cost function, as described in (8).
Instead of solving the inner problems accurately as shown in Figure 3, the inner solver
was limited to 100–1000 iterations depending on grid size, yielding the aforementioned
calculation time improvements. The DC solver parameters were tuned for one instance
of the problem and then reused across all runs. The solver was started at (s0, v0).
As a reference, we used MATPOWER’s IPOPT interface along with the parallel PAR-
DISO [18,28,29] solver for linear systems. Table 1 presents the results averaged over 100
runs with random initial points created as in the previous experiment. In these exper-
iments, IPOPT was warm-started at the same point as DQ-OPF using MATPOWERs
warm-start functionality. DQ-OPF is faster in many cases, with the speedups for the
smaller grids being substantial. For the larger grids, the run times are comparable to
the reference. Since no significant effort was put into optimizing the solver for larger
grids, further speedups can be expected in the proposed method through parallelization
and more efficient code. For the largest grid, MATPOWER ran into memory issues on
the computer used. DQ-OPF requires a memory amount linear in the problem size and
hence had no such issues. Note also that IPOPT was run with multi-threading enabled
(2 threads) and the times shown are wall clock, not CPU time.
Another observation is that the average objective values were consistently smaller
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Fig. 5: Voltage traces for all buses in the MV grid over the course of the simulation.
Admissible limits were [0.9, 1.07] per unit. The OPF problem had to be solved
at time instances 30 through 25 and 50.
with the method used. This means the proposed method found local optima with better
objective values. A likely reason for this is the objective function, which represents dis-
tance from the starting point (s0, v0). The presented method tends to find local optima
close to the point at which it was started, whereas IPOPT (and interior-point methods
in general) seem to benefit less from warm-start information [16]. This difference in
objective values was made both when IPOPT was warm-started as well as when the
default settings (no warm-start) were used.
5.3. Case study: Simulation experiment
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of warm-starting the presented method, a power
system time simulation experiment is presented in this section. The experiment was run
with the test grid shown in Figure 7. Three different approaches to dealing with voltage
violations were tested:
(i) Rule-based curtailment : In this control scheme, no optimization is run, instead the
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Fig. 6: Total RES power in-feed for the MV grid over the simulation horizon. The
MATPOWER and proposed OPF solutions are close, with the proposed solution
discarding slightly less renewable energy.
renewable in-feeds of the grid are simply curtailed down to a fixed fraction of their
rated in-feed. This case reflects current industry practice.
(ii) MATPOWER OPF-based curtailment : In this scheme, problem (8) is solved to
local optimality with MATPOWER at its default settings. The 1-norm cost was
implemented using MATPOWER’s piecewise affine cost function functionality.
(iii) Proposed method OPF-based curtailment : Problem (8) is solved to local optimality,
but with the method presented in this paper. The solver is warm-started with the
solution from the previous solve when available. The inner problems were solved
with the presented dual gradient method, which was limited to 200 inner iterations.
As a simulation environment, Adaptricity DPG.sim [17] was used. At each simulation
time step, the operational limits (2), (5) and (6) were checked. If any of them were vio-
lated, one of the approaches above was invoked. The resulting power in-feed and voltage
profiles for the different approaches are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. As can
be seen in the uppermost subplots of the two figures, the profiles obtained by using the
rule-based curtailment controller have strong fluctuations due to the controller interven-
ing non-smoothly when violations are detected. Both the voltage and power profiles are
much smoother if the optimization-based intervention solving (8) is performed. Even
though only local optima are found both in MATPOWER and the presented method,
these smoother profiles were observed in all simulations. Additionally, even though the
different numerical approaches often yield different local minima, the difference in cost
function values is minor. The distribution of solve times for the simulation is presented
in Figure 8. As can be seen, the average solve time of the proposed method is only about
14% of the state of the art. This directly results in a speedup of up to factor 7 in the
simulations.
Finally, due to the less severe interventions, much less curtailment is required, resulting
in a significant increase of renewable energy integrated. The typical increase in RES in-
Fig. 7: Rural MV grid used for the simulation experiment. Line admittances were chosen
to be in range typically used in rural distribution grids. Note that while the grid
here is radial, this is not a required assumption for the proposed method. The
cyan bus in the middle is the slack bus, modeled here as a bus with no power
limits.
feed is in the 20–40% in yearly simulations, but the specific value depends strongly on
the grid topology and available amount of renewable in-feed capacity.
6. Conclusion
This paper presented an alternative approach to dealing with over-voltage problems in
distribution grids with an OPF-based approach that leads to minimum intervention by
the DSO. Along with a formulation of the optimization problem, a novel method to
solve it to local optimality was presented that can be warm-started and significantly
outperforms current state-of-the-art interior-point methods. The presented method can
easily be extended to other optimization problems involving AC power flow constraints.
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07
Solve time [s]
IPOPT/PARDISO
Proposed
Fig. 8: Box-plot of the distribution of solve times for the optimization problems solved
in the simulation experiment. The boxes contain 50% of the cases, the interval
marked by the dashed lines contains 90% of the cases. The plus signs mark
outliers.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Derivation of the dual problem
In this section, a detailed derivation of the step from (34) to (37) is given. First, notice
that the only non-zeros entries of c in (34) are those corresponding to the slack variables
u introduced in (19). Moreover, the constraints corresponding to the cost function
reformulation do not need penalties, since they are satisfied by construction. Recalling
x =
[
zT uT
]T
, we can rewrite (34) as
minimize
x,y,u,t
1Tu+ βk1T t (38a)
subject to A1z +B1y − b1 ≤ t, (38b)
A2z +B2y − b2 ≤ u, (38c)
diag(z)z − y ≤ 0, (38d)
t ≥ 0, (38e)
u ≥ 0. (38f)
In (38), constraints (38b) contain all the actual constraints (originally (17b)), whereas (38c)
contains all constraints resulting from the cost function reformulation. In the 1-norm
cost formulation, a trick has been applied: Normally, a cost of |w| for some variable w
would be replaced by one slack variable s and then a problem
minimize
w,s
s+ (other costs)
subject to w ≤ s, −w ≤ s,
(other constraints),
solved. An equivalent formulation to this is to introduce two slack variables s1, s2 and
solve
minimize
w,s
s1 + s2 + (other costs)
subject to w ≤ s1, −w ≤ s2,
s1 ≥ 0, s2 ≥ 0,
(other constraints).
The equivalence is easily shown: One of −w,w is always negative, leading to one of s1, s2
becoming 0, and the cost being equivalent to the more standard formulation. Because
this alternative formulation was used, one can treat the t and u in (38) the same and
rewrite the latter once more as
minimize
x,y,t
1T t (39a)
subject to Cz +Dy − d ≤ t, (39b)
diag(z)z − y ≤ 0, (39c)
t ≥ 0, (39d)
(39e)
where t now has a larger dimension than the t in (38) and
C :=
[
βkA1
A2
]
, D :=
[
βkB1
B2
]
, d :=
[
βkb1
b2
]
.
At this point, let λ, µ and γ be the dual multipliers for the constraints (39b), (39c)
and (39d), respectively. The Lagrangian of (39) then becomes
L(z, y, t, λ, µ, γ) = 1T t+ λT (Cz +Dy − d− t)
+ µT (diag(z)z − y) + γ(−t). (40)
Setting the partial derivatives to 0 yields
1− λ− γ = 0, (41a)
CTλ+ 2 diag(µ)z = 0, (41b)
DTλ− µ = 0. (41c)
Equation (41b) implies that
z∗(λ, µ) = −1
2
diag(µ)−1CTλ.
The dual problem hence becomes
maximize
x,y,t
− 1
4
λTC diag(µ)−1CTλ− dTλ (42a)
subject to λ, γ, µ ≥ 0, (42b)
1− λ− γ = 0, (42c)
DTλ− µ = 0. (42d)
Upon closer inspection of (42), it can be seen that γ and µ can be eliminated to yield
maximize
x,y,t
− 1
4
λTC diag(DTλ)−1CTλ− dTλ (43a)
subject to 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, (43b)
DTλ ≥ 0. (43c)
Finally, since all entries of D are non-negative, constraints (43b) imply (43c), and the
latter can therefore be removed, resulting in the formulation (37) presented in the main
text.
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